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Customized Builder Engagement Plans
We work with each one of our manufacturers to develop their plan to fully utilize the 
benefits Builder Partnerships offers. Every manufacturer is unique in the way they are 
organized internally, the size of their sales team, and the way they work with their 
channel partners. We help manufacturers adapt the tools we offer to make their team 
more effective at marketing and selling directly to builders.

Creating an Impression
We are extremely proud of our manufacturer and service provider members, and we want everyone to know
who they are. We are constantly looking for opportunities to promote them to our builder members, and
increase awareness of the products and services they offer. Whether it is the Builder Blitz at the time a
new member joins, or the frequent updates we provide our builders through our monthly newsletter and
program updates, we are determined to help our manufacturer members make an impression with our builders.



Builder List
When you join Builder Partnerships, our list of builder members becomes your 
customer list. We will work with you to segment and prioritize the builder members 
based on the profile that is the best fit for your company. We encourage you to 
integrate our builder list with your CRM tools to help your team stay on track with their 
builder sales objectives. And, when your team needs help connecting with a builder, the 
Builder Partnerships team is there to help.

Marketing and Promotion
The selling process begins with customer awareness. Whether your goal is to introduce 
a new product or service, or remind the industry of an existing one, Builder Partnerships 
provides a direct line of communication to thousands of builders. Each month we 
distribute a newsletter to more than 10,000 builder contacts. Each newsletter includes 
marketing and promotional information from multiple manufacturer members. Next time 
you have a message you want to get to a large number of builders, think of Builder 
Partnerships first.

Builder Program Design
Since manufacturers typically do not have a direct sales relationship with builders,
their builder program serves as a critical direct touch point. To be effective, the
program should not only provide incentives to the builder, it should also provide 
feedback. We help you design programs that will be attractive to builders, but will also 
provide information for your team to use to assess the status of their builder 
relationships.

Manufacturer Sales Training
Our goal is not only to help open the door to our builder members, but also to 
help you close the sale. We share tips with your sales team on how to make a 
successful builder sales call, and support them with a second set of eyes and 
ears in monitoring their relationships. As market conditions change, we help you 
understand the impact to builders, and provide tips on how you can get a jump 
on your competition by supporting the builders' greatest needs.
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